What better way to explore our awesome new light rail stations than with a scavenger hunt! Why be a passive observer when you can be an interactive participant! The rules are simple – find out where these phrases live and snap a picture of the words or what they describe.

See details on the back.
Instructions

Reference this guide or use the survey to access the clues. There are four clues per station. Snap a photo of the clue or what the clue describes.

Upload the photos in real time through the survey, or upload them later. To access the survey on your phone, use this QR code below.

Complete three out of the four clues at each station to win a Northgate-themed prize.

Scan and search!

U District Station
- Good vibrations? Not here!
- Fragment Brooklyn
- Oh, Snap! A Selfie Spot.
- Color me surprised!

Roosevelt Station
- And the beat goes on.
- What’s up with the Moose?
- Say welcome in a new language.
- Mo/Mo/Mo/Mo/Motion

Northgate Station
- Go with the flow.
- Kraken sighting.
- Shop til you drop!
- Bridging the gap...